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Seven percent of personal luxury goods sales are made via ecommerce today, but online retail will represent 12
percent of the luxury market by 2020, according to projections from the Boston Consulting Group.

About six out of every 10 luxury purchases currently are influenced by digital channels, as social media, a brand's
Web site and mobile feed into buying decisions, whether the transaction is completed online or in-store. While
many luxury brands have been avoiding the shift toward digital that many of their mass counterparts have made,
BCG warns that the business models of digital laggards will no longer suffice in today's market.
"Historically, product, artisanship, quality, creativity and the dream or aspiration created by the designer or steward
of the brand was sufficient to motivate consumers to seek out the product and brand," said Christine Barton, senior
partner and North American luxury lead at BCG and co-author of the report. "In many instances, if that experience
was exclusive or even difficult, all the better in terms of the brand mystique and appeal.
"[It is] less true now of even luxury consumers who are 35 years old and younger," she said. "T hey, as well as some
of their boomer counterparts, in particular, are spending away from personal goods toward experiences. T hey are
more diverse generations in many populations, like the U.S., for example.
"Generally speaking, their values and beliefs are more social and inclusive. T heir shopping behaviors and
preferences are distinct from older consumers in that they are confident shoppers, preferring convenience, ease,
immediate gratification, range, customization, self-service even at luxury price points."
BCG's report is based on a survey of about 10,000 consumers in 10 countries and interviews with luxury industry
leaders.
Growth plan
Rather than looking at digital as a threat, BCG points out that it can be a boon to the luxury industry. Digital holds with
it opportunities for personalization and reaching a wider geographic clientele.
Whereas luxury brands drove growth previously by expanding their physical footprint into emerging markets, these
hot markets have cooled their spending, requiring brands to look elsewhere. Digital channels enable brands to

acquire and retain new clientele.
"Digital, for example, through analytics and segmentation, allows luxury brands and retailers to have so-called
precisionor segmentedand personalized dialogue and communications with current and potential customers,
which is consistent with individualized, special, intimate, rich interactions," Ms. Barton said.
"In other words, not all communications or offers need to be public or broadcast," she said. "On the other hand,
when a brand or designer is launching and looking to build excitement, energy or awareness, social media allows
broad reach and engagement.
"T he digital and attendant analytic capability is required, whether it is primarily applied to better know, anticipate
and deepen existing relationships or to attract entirely new clients or, ideally, to both purposes."
Digital touch points, however, challenge the exclusivity and control that luxury brands have established over
decades or centuries. With the touch of a button, consumers can check a price or share their thoughts of a brand to
the world.
T his is especially true of millennials, who will be luxury's buyers in the future. T hey are more apt to share their
opinions about a purchase, with 60 percent posting reviews, 60 percent posting about products and 45 percent
checking prices via a mobile device, often while they are shopping in a bricks-and-mortar environment.

Neiman Marcus' Memory Mirror
Fifty-eight percent of all luxury sales are the result of online channels, leaving only 42 percent of purchases that are
driven exclusively by in-store interactions.
Showing the importance of omnichannel, about four in 10 luxury sales are completed in-store after online research,
while 9 percent are bought online after first viewing products in-store.
While millennials are eager adopters of digital, their generation is not alone.
Although 86 percent of millennial luxury buyers want omnichannel interactions from brands, 75 percent of baby
boomers say the same.
Additionally, in markets such as Japan and Russia, it is the older clientele that buy the most online.
T he United States and the United Kingdom boast the most digitally mature luxury shoppers, with two thirds of luxury
customers using some form of online channel to facilitate their last purchase.
Meanwhile, France and Italy hold onto the in-store experience more than their peers.
"Consider that globally 60 percent of luxury purchases are digitally influenced," Ms. Barton said. "Generally
speaking, most luxury purchases start with knowing upfront the category the shopper wants to purchase.
"Fifty percent of men also know the brand that they will likely end up buying, although less for younger men," she
said. "Only 40 percent of women know the brand upfront before purchase. Only 10 percent have the exact item in
mind before purchase. So, that's a lot of room to influence the ultimate purchase.
"T o do so, as a luxury brand or retailer, you have to intersect the consumer where she or he is digitally or physically.
You also have to be able to quickly parse her motivation. For example, to be inspired, to learn, to buy, to receive
service. And you have to stay true to her motivation in that interaction, all while influencing her."
Crossing channels
Eighty percent of luxury consumers desire an omnichannel experience from the brands with which they shop.

T opping their priorities is integrated delivery service, followed by having consistent promotions, regardless of
channel and a consistent brand image.
Just as with advertising campaigns and retail design, touch points have the capacity to heavily affect a shopper's
perception, in either a positive or negative direction.

Hugo Boss On Demand
More luxury consumers are making their online purchases from marketplaces and department stores as the
population buying from brands' direct-operated stores has declined.
Not only is this cause for brands to make their own site a more rewarding experience, but brands should also ensure
that multibrand ecommerce platforms deliver an on-brand service.
When it comes to omnichannel retailing, department stores perform better, on average, than their monobrand peers,
according to a recent report by ContactLab and Exane BNP Paribas.
Multibrand retailers as a whole are reaching 50 percent of their full omnichannel potential, higher than the collective
mega brands such as Louis Vuitton and Gucci and beating out premium, jewelry and high-end labels. Consumers
who shop both in-store and online spend 50 percent more in a year than those who buy in bricks-and-mortar
boutiques alone, making it financially smart to create an omnichannel shopping experience for clients (see story).
Rather than looking at ecommerce and digital as competitors to the traditional bricks-and-mortar store, retailers
should think of them as complementary channels, according to panelists speaking at a recent Fashion-CultureDesign event.
During the "Who Owns the Future of Retail?" session June 9, insiders weighed in on everything from the state of the
mall to the engagement opportunities that exist for brands within the physical store. Consumers now have practically
unlimited options, giving them the control in the retail relationship, and making a point-of-view and differentiation
all the more important (see story).
In a nutshell, for luxury brands and retailers, embrace a digital orientation at the top, BCG's Ms. Barton said.
"Like most transformative capabilities, digital and analytic mindset cannot solely be pushed from the bottom up,"
Ms. Barton said. "It requires executive leadership and pull.
"Consumer insights, even analytic ones, can constructively co-exist with creative and visionary skillset, and, in fact,
integrated right, can actually free up designer, creative and marketer time from things that matter less," she said.
"Chief marketers should scrutinize for 2017 how they are spending their marketing budgets between traditional and
digital media and their spend within digital. In personal goods categories, 25 percent of budgets today are spent on
digital marketing, with leaders spending 50 percent of marketing budgets on digital media."
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